MKYariv Levin
Speaker of the Knesset
Knesset
Jerusalem
Israel

26.10.2020

Dear Mr. Levin:
RE: My research, my holocaust in Israel and its consequences
I am an Israel citizen, 85; immigrated in Israel from Russia on July 26, 1992. My mother was a
Jew, my father a Russian. I am a scientist, PhD, with a great independent 40-year-long research and
a great scientific mission of great importance for the whole civilization, the Jewish people in
particular. However on my arrival in Israel, the Russian security agents have perhaps contracted a
secret agreement with their Israel counterparts (pehaps the Shin Bet) to isolate me from the
scientific community and prevent me thoroughly from corresponding with anyone.
Since then I have been living in Israel a life of an animal, not a human being. Wherever I go,
whatever I do, I am surrounded by Russian agents undermining my conditions, spying on me,
stealig my things and documents, fabricating false documents and sabotaging my business. At
present, despite of all modern IT devices, I have absolutely no communication channels deserving
their name. Unless this is a fascism, what is it? I have failed to get asylum in other countries
because of the damage of my health after a terrorist act against me committed by the same Russian
agents on the eve of my immigration in Israel.
No wonder that in the above conditions the Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities has
repeatedly refused to meet my requests for a professional estimation of my research works in
physics, politics, economics and the theory of science. No wonder that in the above conditions the
Israel Supreme Court of Justice refused to consider my application on the attempts by Israel
authorities to provide me with false Israel bio-documents. At present I live in a hostel controlled
thoroughly by Russian agents.
In this connection could you please discuss this letter at the Knesset and consider the possibility:
(1) to denounce thoroughy the supposed secret agreement between the Shin Bet and the Russian
security on blocking, spying and falsifying my communucations in Israel and abroad;
(2) to remove all technical and technological obstacles for my free and safe communication in Israel
and abroad;
(3) to investigate the competence of the current administration of the Israel Academy of Sciences
and Humanities and the harm to the Israel education and the ideological development of the Jewish
society in general perpetuated by the Academy's above conduct;
(4) to investigate Israel's contribution, by the above actions, to the present general ideological crisis
of civilization now threatening the very existence of humankind;
(5) to investigate Israel's possible contribution, by the above actions, to the creation of conditions
facilitating the appearance of the current Covid-19 pandemic;
(6) to provide me with the proper Israel bio-documents, because my current ones may be false;
(7) to provide me with the proper accommodation and, perhaps, conditions for my current mission.
Yours sincerely,
Igor Makarov, PhD
ID310295142
Address: 512/51 Hativat Carmeli Street, Haifa 32629, Israel
Tel/fax: 04-822 1997; mobile: 054 785 6170
Email: reformach110@gmail.com; igor1935makarov@gmail.com
My CV: https://kvisit.com/SlZHRAQ

